
The Moon from the Regatta Grounds 

Dieter Hobeck is a Tasmanian analogue  photographer who began his ca-

reer as a street photographer with a  Leica 5 camera in 1970’s London .  

Published in the British Journal of Photography, Time Out magazine 

(London)  and Vision Graphics Sydney, he learnt from Sydney photogra-

pher Douglas Thomson  and from the Australian Centre for Photography. 

In the 90’s he formalized his knowledge with a Certificate of Photography  

at Sydney Tafe. He has a long association with Sydney galleries,  Cameron 

St Gallery in Balmain, Gallery  Café, Leichhardt, Gallery Photographica, 

Newtown and Point Light Gallery, Surrey Hills ( Exhibitions 1995 –2009). 

In 2018 Dieter joined Nolan Gallery with a collection of Hobart Noir photo-

graphs taken from Knocklofty to the Derwent. His works are immaculately 

composed, exploiting detail as well as broad swathes of  contrasting light 

and shadow.  

In 2019 his solo show,  Humanity, showed  Sydney from the 1960 to the 

early 1990’s,  depicting a city in flux with demonstrators staking their 

claim to the streets.   

His street photography is characterized by  an acute eye that pays atten-

tion to  social undercurrents, such as race and gender  but always ex-

pressed with  compassion. 
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HOBART NOIR 

1 .Regatta Grounds 

2 Battery Point 

Shipyard 

3. Setting Moon , 

Kunanyi 

4.Theatre Royal 

5. Graffiti 

Knocklofty 

1. Builder and Offsider 

2. Pigeon Man 

3. After the Rally 

How is analogue photography different to digital photography? 

Analogue photography is shot on a photosensitive film that must be developed after expo-

sure. The film is put into a canister under conditions of total darkness and chemicals are 

introduced into the container that fix the latent image onto the film. The film produced is 

in the negative and only produces a  print when the nega-

tive is loaded into an enlarger and  light is shone through it 

onto photographic paper under red light..  The paper then 

is taken through a series of chemical baths that  reveal the 

image and finally fix it. There are a few ways to alter the 

image such as dodging  and solarization but generally the 

image is arrived at  in the camera  through the eye of the 

photographer.  There are fewer shots taken than digital as 

each image uses film which has always been an expensive 

commodity. Black and white is  less involved than colour, 

but is often considered a purer form.  Dimensions tend to 

be imperial, such as 8” x 10”  or 20 by 24 inches.  

Photographs can be ordered from Nolan Gallery and each 

image is in an edition of  40, after which the negative will 

not be printed again.  Larger than 20 x 24 (nominally A3) we can order a quality digital 

image  that is very economical but not hand printed by the artist or part of the edition.  


